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Teacher keeping her own reading tastes and habits private
Teaching reading as a single, one-step act

Teacher modeling and discussing his/her own reading processes

Teaching reading as a process:

Teaching isolated skills in workbooks or drills
Little or no chance to write
Evaluation focused on individual, low-level sub skills
Measuring the success of the reading program only by test scores

Teaching skills in the context of meaningful texts

Writing before and after reading

Evaluation that focuses on holistic, hight-order thinking processes

Measuring success of reading program by students’ reading habits,
attitudes and comprehension

Silent reading followed by discussion

Social, collaborative activities with much discussion and interaction

Provide after-reading applications

Help students make and test predictions

Exclusive stress on whole class or reading-group activities

Teacher selection of all reading materials for individuals and groups

Student’s choice of their own reading materials

Use strategies that activate prior knowledge

Round-robin oral reading

Decrease

Time for independent reading

Reading aloud to students

Increase

Best Practices in Literacy Instruction
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Teach ‘Em Strategies:
What do Good Readers Do?
“… the kind of work kids actually spend
their time doing is a good predictor of
what they are likely to learn”
–Richard Allington
Classrooms That Work (1994)
Research has suggested up to 80% of a child’s instructional day is spent:
√ locating
√ matching
√ recording
√ listing

low level skills,
little transfer,
fillers…

Only 15-20% spent:

higher level
skills, more
transfer

√ paraphrasing

√ explaining

√ synthesizing

√ summarizing

√ clarifying

√ organizing

Implications: Directly Teach Critical
Reading Strategies via Reading!
• Describe – purpose
• Model – behavior and thinking
• Practice & feedback-encouragement
• Generalize – use across texts, content, etc.

*** Especially critical for “strategy free” or naive learners,
the poor readers … more likely to be doing low level tasks
and less reading… need to do the opposite!!
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The Reading Process
Before Reading
Expert readers use skills
strategically to construct
meaning before, during
and after reading.

What is the selection about?
What do I already know about it?
What do I need to find out?
What is my purpose for reading?
How should I read to meet my purpose?
What speed(s) should I use?
Do I need a graphic organizer?

During Reading
What have I read about so far?
Do I understand it?
If not, what can I do?
What is the author saying and what do I think
about it?

After Reading
Have I learned whar I needed to learn?
If not, What should I do?
How can I use what I read?
How can I connect what I’ve learned
with what I already knew?

6
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* begin to read without thinking about
the topic
* do not know why they are reading/
lack of motivation

* think about what they already know
about the subject

* know their purposes/ are motivated

* use student reading level books to
promote fluency
* encourage students to read like talking
* teach “fix it” strategies
* pose questions to encourage frequent
student comprehension checks

* overattend to individual words – miss
meanings
* trouble concentrating
* read slower, stop frequently
* easily defeated by difficult words and
text

attend to both words and meanings
concentrate well while reading willing
to “risk” – guess, fill in meanings using
context clues stop and use “fix it”
strategies when confused

construct efficient strategies to monitor
comprehension

Dr. Katherince D. Perez
Saint Mary’s College – School of Education
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After Reading
* do not understand how the parts form
the whole
* often focus on details –don’t see what
is essential
* view reading as “no fun:, just what to
be done

After Reading

understand how the pieces of
information fit together

able to identify the BIG ideas and why
they are critical

interested in reading and finding out
more, asking questions, raising issues

*unable to monitor their comprehension

* prediction

SATURDAY 18 MAY 2019

* sequencing

* cause and effect

* main idea

* literary elements

* lead student discussion of :

After Reading

During Reading

During Reading

During Reading

* seldom use “fix it” strategies, just plod
along–just finish

* introduce the book through the cover
illustration, pose questions

*help students form a reading “roadmap”
before beginning

Before Reading

Teaching Implications

* have little sense of how the BIG ideas
will fit together

* have a general sense of how the BIG
ideas will fit together

Before Reading

Struggling Readers

Before Reading

Successful Readers

KATHY PEREZ
SESSION 3

kperez@stmarys-ca.edu
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MY STRATEGIC
READING GUIDE
Myself

As I read, do I …
• Predict / Infer

– Look for important information
_ Look at illustrations
– Think about what I know
– Think about what will happen or
what I want to learn

• Self-question

– Ask questions to answer for myself

• Think About
Words

8

• Monitor

– Ask, Does this make sense to me?
Does it help me meet my purposes?
– Try Fix-ups
• Reread
• Read Ahead
• Look at illustrations
• Ask for help

• Summarize

– Summarize as I read
– Summarize after I read
• Stories - Think about story parts
• Informational Texts - Think about
main ideas and how important details

• Evaluate

– How do I feel about what I read?
– Do I agree / disagree?
What strategies have helped me?
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You’re Stuck

Point to the
words

Get your mouth
ready

Try the vowel’s
other sound

Reread

Do you know a
word that looks
like this?

Skip and come
back

SESSION 3

Check the
picture

Sound it out and
blend

Think, “What
makes sense?”

Look for chunks
or small words

Dr. Katherince D. Perez
Saint Mary’s College – School of Education
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Self-Correct

kperez@stmarys-ca.edu
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Procedure:Read this article in whatever way you need to make sense of the text.
Then complete the reflection at the bottom of the page.

GUESS WHAT IS GOING ON?
The procedure is actually quite simple. First, you arrange things into
different groups. Of course, one pile may be sufficient, depending on
how much there is to do. If you have to go somewhere else because
of a lack of facilities, that is the next step; otherwise, you are fairly
well set. It is important not to overdo things. That is, it is better to do
too few things at once than too many. in the short run this may not
seem important, but complications can easily arise. A mistake can be
expensive as well. At first, the whole procedure will seem complicated;
soon, however, it will become just another facet of life. It is difficulty to
foresee any end to this task in the immediate future, but then, one never
can tell. After the procedure is completed, one arranges the materials
into different groups again; then, they can be put into their appropriate
places. Eventually, they will be used once more and the whole cycle will
then have to be repeated. However, this is a part of life.

What did you do to make sense of this text?
What was hard? What did you notice?

In your opinion, what is it that the author describes is a part of life?

10
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Induction Icing
Carburetor icing is one of the facts of induction
system icing (the effects on fuel-injected engines
will be discussed later). It is commonly cause
by refrigeration effects inside the carburetor
couples with appropriate atmospheric
conditions. The refrigeration effect comes form
a combination of lowered air pressure inside
the carburetor throat and the vaporization of
fuel, which drops the temperature of both the
air flowing through the carburetor and the
carburetor itself. The drop can be as much as 70
degrees Fahrenheit.
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Developing Strategic Readers
What Good Readers Do to Make Sense of Text
Determine importance
Summarize Information
Draw Inferences
Generate Questions
Monitor Comprehension
Before Reading
• Think about what he/she already knows about the topic.
• Predict what the text will be about or what will happen next.

While Reading
• Ask questions
• Look for answers to the questions they have
• Predict or speculate on what will happen.
• Relate what is being read to background/prior knowledge
• Check for meaning by rereading the parts that aren’t making sense.
• Use context clues to determine a new word or meaning of a word.
• Retell parts of the text.
• Describe the pictures made in his/her mind.
• Use graphic organizers to make sense of text.
• Draw conclusions and inferences based on what is read— “Fill in the Gaps,”
“Read between the lines”

After Reading
• Summarize or retell the important things in the text
• Dramatize a chunk of the text
• Transmediate the story: into another time, with other characters, into another
genre, etc.
• Visualize the most important part
• Graph and chart

12
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Ways to Develop Strategic Readers!
Some examples of teaching strategies which can be incorporated into thematic units
(and which build strategic readers) include:
1.

Determining importance: the ability to judge author-based importance (Note: this
goes beyond “find the main idea” because the reader must reflect on why something
in the next is important.)
a. In response journals, with narrative or expository text, have students determine
the most important event or concept presented by the author. The reader must
support his/her selection.
b. Discussion Web: In response to reading either narrative or expository text,
students, preferably in cooperative groups, must determine both sides of an issue
central to the text. For example: “Should Little Willy have entered his dog in the
race?” (from Stone Fox). Students must consider all reasons for a “yes” response
and for a “no” response. They then mist come to consensus within their groups as
to one position or the other.

2. Summarizing Information (synthesizing important ideas and creating a coherent text)
a. GIST (generating instruction between schemata and text) procedure: In an
expository passage, identify 10-20 key words or concepts. Model the writing of
several summary statements with these words or concepts. Together, as a class,
write one overriding summary statement of the passage. This process should be
practiced frequently.
b. Model with students, especially in expository text, how to determine important
key concepts through highlighting transparencies of the text material. This is a
perfect opportunity to scaffold: (a) teacher models first; (b) in subsequent texts,
students and teacher model; (c) in additional text, students model themselves.
The important point here is that the teaching strategy is not practices in isolation
but within the thematic unit and the literature being read.
3. Drawing Inferences (filing in details omitted in text in order to elaborate what is read)
a. One of the best ways to teach and reinforce inferencing is through prediction.
Simply by starting a new story with, “With a title like this, what do you think
this story will be about?”, and then accepting and building upon all predictions,
students have the opportunity to later confirm/disconfirm their own predictions.
The teacher stops periodically throughout the selection to ask, “What will happen
next? Why do you think so?” or “Turn to your partner and each of you say what
you think will happen next.” This type of active reading reinforces inferential
thinking throughout the story.
b. Model responding to a passage out of a piece of literature where the answer to
the question is an inference. Practice with ones that are fairly easy to “fill in the
gaps” and then move to more difficult responses with the whole class.
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4. Generating Questions (Using self-generated questions to guide reading)
a. Related to prediction, strategic readers frequently question as they read. A simple
teaching strategy is to ask the students to brainstorm questions they have about
a story title or subject prior to beginning the reading. A modified K-W-L can be
used when the “What I Want to Know” section is turned into “Questions I Now
Have about the Topic.”
b. During the reading, “stops” can be built into the story or chapter. At these points,
students can generate with partners or groups questions they have about the
events or characters in the story or the subjects in the chapter. Students can read
to answer their own questions; questions “left over” can be used for individual or
group research.
5. Monitoring Comprehension (controlling and adapting strategic process while
reading)
a. Again, the K-W-L can be used when, after the reading, students are asked, “What
do you still want to know? What do you still not understand?”
b. At the end of each lesson, especially when dealing with expository text, students,
in groups or with a partner, generate one question they have about the topic
studied in today’s lesson. These questions are shared; how to find the answers is
discussed.
c. Think-Alouds: The teacher systematically models what good readers do to make
sense of text. Think-alouds can be spontaneous, but they also need to be carefully
planned. Example: “When I began reading this paragraph, I thought… The, when I
read this part, I realized that… It all didn’t make sense to me until I….”
From “Developing Cross-curricular units”
J.D. Cooper, K.V. McLain, ME Vogt.
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Focused Listing: Strategies I Use to “Read to Learn”
In the space provided below, , first list strategies you would use to prepare
yourself to read a challenging and extremely important twenty-page article.
Take into consideration the various ways in which you would prepare
yourself, including psychologically, physically, and environmentally. Then,
list the strategies you would use to identify and retain the most critical
information from this article.
Strategies to get ready to read challenging informational text”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Strategies to identify and retain critical information from text:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Key Vocabulary Prediction Chart

16

A – B

C – D

E – F

G – H

I – J

K – L

M – N

O – P

Q – R

S – T

U – V

W – X – Y – Z
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Scattergories

ONE

TWO

THREE

FOUR

FIVE

1.

at

1.

et

1.

ig

1.

og

1.

ug

2.

ad

2.

en

2.

in

2.

ot

2.

ut

3.

an

3.

est

3.

it

3.

op

3.

us

4.

al

4.

el

4.

ing

4.

ope

4.

ute

5.

ame

5.

ea

5.

ice

5.

or

5.

ew

6.

ai

6.

ear

6.

ite

6.

oo

6.

ur

7.

ay

7.

ee

7.

ile

7.

oi

7.

ue

8.

ar

8.

ie

8.

igh

8.

ow

8.

ui

9.

aw

9.

ew

9.

it

9.

ou

9.

un

10. atch

10. er

10. y

10. oy

10. ush

BLANK ANSWER SHEET

ONE

TWO

THREE

FOUR

FIVE

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

4.

4.

4.

4.

4.

5.

5.

5.

5.

5.

6.

6.

6.

6.

6.

7.

7.

7.

7.

7.

8.

8.

8.

8.

8.

9.

9.

9.

9.

9.

10.

10.

10.

10.

10.

TOTAL
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Steps for Reading Informational Texts

1.

Consider what you may already know about the topic.

2. Preread/Preview the assigned material.
3. Break difficult material into smaller, more manageable chunks.
4. Read one section at a time and take some form of notes before moving on to
the next section.
5. Turn each section heading and topic sentence into a guide question to focus
your reading.
6. Make predictions about the key content that will follow as you read each
paragraph.
7. Read carefully to identify the main idea and supporting information.
8. Don’t stop to look up new words while you are reading a paragraph. First
use the context to try to determine the word’s meaning, then check in your
glossary/dictionary at the end of the paragraph if you still have no idea what it
means.
9. Reread a paragraph if it is long or difficult.
10. Summarize the key points within each paragraph before moving on to the
next, either aloud or silently.
11. Organize the most important information in some form of review aid: e.g.,
notes, study cards, a summary, a graphic organizer.
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Interactive Think Aloud Lesson Menu
Lori	
  Oczkus	
  (Scholastic,	
  2009)

Connect

I	
  think	
  I	
  already	
  know…	
  
This	
  reminds	
  me	
  of..
•Connection	
  Chains
•One	
  Minute	
  Book	
  Look

Predict

I	
  think	
  I	
  will	
  learn..	
  because..
I	
  think..	
  will	
  happen	
  ..	
  because
•So	
  Far,	
  Next!
• Whisper Skim	
  and	
  Scan

Question

I	
  wonder…	
  Who,	
  What,	
  When,	
  Where,	
  
Why,	
  How	
  ?	
  Why	
  do	
  you	
  think…..?
•I	
  Know	
  and	
  I	
  Wonder
•Flip	
  It

Clarify/ Monitor

I	
  didn’t	
  get	
  the	
  ….	
  so	
  I……
•One	
  Word,	
  One	
  Idea
•Can	
  You	
  See	
  it?

Infer

I	
  can	
  tell	
  that…	
  because..
Book	
  clues….
My	
  clues…
•I	
  can	
  tell	
  that…	
  because..
•Feelings	
  Check

Summarize

This	
  is	
  about….	
  First,	
  next,	
  then,	
  finally.
•Hand	
  Motion	
  Summary
•Cover,	
  Remember,	
  Retell	
  (Hoyt)
•Main	
  Idea	
  Hand

Synthesis

I	
  now	
  think…	
  because..
My	
  “ahha”	
  is..	
  because…
•Write	
  a	
  free	
  verse	
  poem.
•Key	
  word	
  dance	
  (Preble)

Evaluate

I	
  rate…	
  because….
I	
  agree/disagree	
  with..	
  because..
•Rate	
  and	
  rank	
  the	
  reading
•Judge	
  it,	
  Award	
  it,	
  Score	
  it!

Books	
  /	
  Materials	
   by Lori Oczkus
	
  	
  	
  (	
  www.lori	
  oczkus.com)	
  

Interactive	
  Think	
  Aloud	
  Lessons:	
  25	
  Ways	
  to	
  Engage	
  Students	
  and	
  Improve	
  Comprehension
(book	
  and	
  DVDm 	
  Scholastic,	
  2009	
  and	
  IRA)	
  
Reciprocal	
  Teaching	
  at	
  Work	
  	
  (	
  book	
  and	
  DVDm International	
  Reading	
  Association,	
  2010)	
  
Guided	
  Writing:	
  Practical	
  Lessons,	
  Powerful	
  Results	
  (	
  Heinemann,	
  2007)	
  
Fabulous	
  Four	
  Reading	
  Comprehension	
  Puppets	
  (Primary	
  Concepts,	
  2008)	
  
Super	
  Six	
  Comprehension	
  Strategies:	
  35	
  Lessons	
  and	
  More	
  for	
  Reading	
  Success
(Christopher	
  Gordon,	
  2004)	
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Ready… Previewing Activities
Establishing Prior Knowledge and Building
Background
Before reading a text, it’s important to establish prior knowledge, build background
knowledge, motivate the reader, and set an eplicit purpose for reading. Therefore,
many of the activities and discussions that one might reserve as a follow-up to
reading a text are often more effective in the front end, prior to reading. Here are
some ideas for how to do this:

Establish prior knowledge:
• Ask students to do a timed quick-sketch, in which they draw as many
associated thoughts, ideas, topics etc. as possible (alternately they may write
instead of draw, or be given the option to do either)
• Anticipation guides: the teacher creates a written list of statements about
important information from the text to be read. Students agree or disagree
with each, and then may discuss the statements or individually respond to
them. After reading students adjust or modify their responses.
• Plus-Minus-Interesting (P-M-I): This is a good technique when working with
potentially controversial topics. The teacher presents a statement from the
text of a main idea. Students react to the statement in groups by listing
pulses, minuses, and interesting thoughts related to the statement. Students
can review and revise their lists after reading.
• KWL charts: Ask the groups and scribe their responses: “What do you
know?” “What do you want to know?” and after reading, “What did you
learn?”). A caution about KWLs: make sure to revisit any false concepts
students may have about the topic and compare them to the original
responses, or students may stay with the original misconception.
• Brainstorming: Place students in pairs or small groups and have them
brainstorm ideas around a prompt or question related to the topic of the
text. Share out with the whole class.
• Picture this: Show a picture depicting a topic related to the text. Ask
students to make predictions about the picture. You may want to assign
different questions or questions stems (i.e. what, who, when, how, etc.) to
each pair or group of students and have them make up their own question
regarding the picture, which they then try to answer. Not only does it get
the students thinking about the topic, in addition when the picture is closely
related to the text, students become interested in whether or not their
predictions turn out to be true.

20
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Building background:
• Pictorial input chart: (adapted from Brechtel, Bringing it all together)
Students love this strategy because they watch carefully as clues as to the
identity of the picture are slowly revealed. post a large piece of butcher
paper on the wall, on which you have previously lightly drawn in pencil the
outline of the figure you’ll be drawing in marker in front of the class (you may
want to use an opaque projector or an overhead projected onto the butcher
paper to trace around prior to the day of the lesson.). Group the information
you’ll be discussing regarding the background knowledge necessary to
understand the new topic. As you trace around the outline of the shape (i.e.
the figure of a conquistador if you’re studying the conquest of the Americas),
discuss important background information. (for example, as you draw the
head, discuss factors motivating the Spanish and Aztecs and how they were
different. As you draw the arms discuss the difference in weapons between
the two groups, etc. You can also use this as an opportunity to activate prior
knowledge by asking anticipatory questions about each sub-topic.)
• Gear them up with a movie, pictures, or realia. (If it’s a movie and
vocabulary is much too advanced, turn the volume just low enough for you
to hear or off, and use simple sentence structure and your target vocabulary
to narrate the video.)
• Use graphic organizers, such as Venn Diagrams, Brainstorming Webs,
Structured Overviews
• Simulation games: have a small mini-skit or simulation around the topic of
the text. Placing students in roles related to the topic is a powerful way to
build background around the topic.
• Field trips and films: “Virtual” field trips, in which the teacher asks students
to close their eyes and imagine the scene as the teacher describes it, or
showing a picture, taping a drawn figure or photo of a student(s) inside
the photo, and relating the events of the “field trip” is a low-budget way to
travel.
• Experiments: in addition to the traditional science experiments (which are
excellent for building background), experiments in which we explore, for
example, the range of human reactions to a particular stimulus (i.e. when
someone calls someones unflattering names) can be a good way to build
background ideas and vocabulary prior to reading a text, particularly for
social studies themes.
• Preview guides: This guide directs students to pre-read titles, heading,
subheading, descriptions of related figures, and summaries. Students can
preview and make predictions about content in pairs, followed up by a
whole-group discussion.
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VIP
(Very Important Points)
Give students a Post-it note that has been cut into 5 or 6 parts. Model this strategy on the
overhead with a one page story or informational text. As you are reading out loud, take a
sticky note and begin marking the points that you find important. If you run out of sticky
notes before you have finished reading, you will have to weigh the importance of what you
have already marked and move a sticky note. After you finish reading, tell the students why
you picked each VIP. Giving reasons why the points were picked requires a higher-level of
thinking. Then paraphrase the VIP’s to create a summary of the selection.

Coding the Text
Create codes for the students to use, based
on desired responses and characteristics
of the assigned material. Codes may be
symbols or letters, or students might colorcode for certain text features. Possible
codes include:
? = I have a question about this
A = I agree with this
D = I disagree with this
! = Interesting or important point
C = Confusing

Matching
Headings
• Cut off the titles
from newspaper
articles, or
titles and
subtitles from
informational
text.
• Have students
match the titles
and subtitles
with its text

R = This reminds me of
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Key Points & Details
1.

Read one paragraph at a time.

2.

Determine the key point and 2-4 details about that key point.

3.

Write the key point and details in the chart below.

4.

Repeat #1-3 for each paragraph.

5.

Turn your paper over, add up your main ideas, and write a summary of the selection
read.

Key Points

Supporting Details
➓
➓
➓
➓

➓
➓
➓
➓

➓
➓
➓
➓

➓
➓
➓
➓
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Give One & Get One:

Ways Teachers Can Make Reading
More Engaging and Manageable
Name:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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“Jigsaw Book”
1. Fold 9” x 12” paper in half.

fold

second
fold

make 3 slits.

6. Weave the white strips through the slits in
the 9” x 12” paper.

7. Fold the 9” x 12” paper in half again and

8. Gently pull the center folds apart with your
thumbs. The sheet of paper will “magically” open
up as a four-page book. Now you can use the
white parts of the book for questions and the

Source: Developed by Linda Hoyt. Diagram by Judy Hjelseth. Used with permission.
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Linda Hoyt

A) There are sixty kinds of eagles. They can divided into four groups:
• Booted eagles have a think covering of the feathers on their legs. The hunt for
small animals in the mountains and woodlands. The North American Golden
Eagle is a booted eagle. It is the most common eagle in the world.
• Harpy eagles live in the jungle and eat animals that live in trees, including
monkeys.
• Snake eagles have a stubby toes for grabbing snakes. Protected by thifeathers
and scaly legs, snake eagles can eat poisonous snakes without being harmed.
They also eat lizards, birds, and fish. There are no snake eagles in North
America.
• Fish and sea eagles live near water. They have long talons and small spikes on
their toes for gripping slippery fish. When fish and sea eagles cannot find fish to
eat, they will attack seal and sea otter pups, ducks, and geese. The Bald Eagle
is a fish eagle. It looks bald because it has bright white feathers on its head. The
Bald Eagle is our American national bird.
B) Eagles build their nests in tall trees, cliff ledges, or in other high, private places. They
weave twigs and sticks together then line the nest with leaves, moss, grass, feathers, and
pine needles. They often keep the nest for many years and continue to add to it. Fish and
sea eagles have built nests, which measure as much as twenty feet high and eight feet
across.
Predators like the eagle keep down the numbers of small animals in the wind. Without
predators, there would be too many animals and not enough food. Eagles also help
farmers by catching the mice and rats that destroy crops and stored food. Because birds
of prey catch weak and sick animals, they prevent the spread of disease and help keep
the whole animal population healthy.
Adult eagles have no enemies except for humans. As humans move into the
wilderness, they cut down trees and poison the water and air. Small animals and fish take
in the poisons, and so do the eagles that eat them. Eagles are shot, killed by electricity in
power lines and caught in traps meant for other animals. If left alone in the wild, eagles
could live up to forty years. But sadly, too many come close to civilization and we have
only half as many eagles in the world as there were 100 years ago.
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Head-Heart-Foot

An idea I had…

A feeling I experienced…

An action I plan to take…
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feathers

common

protected

can eat
poisonous
snakes

talons

nest in tall
trees

predator

help farmers

prevent
spread of
disease

can live 40
years

wild

hunt
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PRICE

SOT2687

200+ Proven Strategies for Teaching Reading, Grades K–8

$41.25

WIL17449

The Co-Teaching Book of Lists

$49.95

TCP2069

The New Inclusion: Differentiated Strategies to Engage ALL Students

$32.95

Total (plus freight) $
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Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education about future
workshops, conferences and the latest publications.
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TERMS OF TRADE

• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• Full money-back guarantee.
• We do realise it is difficult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our
website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view
the ﬁrst few pages of the book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book page.
• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept
undamaged returns for full credit or refund. Posters are for firm sale only and will not be sent on
approval. Please be aware that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50
within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

To place an order or to find out more about our resources visit

www.hbe.com.au
Do you want to know all about the latest professional development events in your area? Be the first to find out about new releases from worldrenowned and local authors with the HBE e-newsletter! Upcoming titles will feature authentic assessment and digital media, along with a strong
focus on success in mathematics and literacy. Sign up to our FREE e-newsletter at www.hbe.com.au.

Online ‘On Account’ ordering now available!
If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker Brownlow Education, you can now order online and pay using that account.

